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Anthropology

Among the Agta of North Sierra Madre / Danilo B. Galang
Pasig City : Anvil Publishing Inc., c2006
256 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.
978-971-27-1787-1
1. Aeta(Philippine people)-Social conditions
2. Aeta (Philippine people)-Economic conditions
3. Ethnology-Philippines-Sierra Madre
$ 11.75

Understanding the Values of the Mangyans of Mindoro Book 21 / Tomas D. Andres
Quezon City : Giraffe Books, c2006
64 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography
971-0362-35-6
$ 8.00

[Contents:
Preface
Acknowledgements
Chapter 1. Mindoro, the island and the People
Chapter 2. Mangyan History and Culture
Chapter 3. The Mangyan-Buhid Socio-Economic Life
Chapter 4. Mangyan-Buhid Social and Political Institutions
Chapter 5. Positive Filipino Values in Mindoro
Chapter 6. Individual, Group, Leadership & Organisational Behavior of the Mangyans

Mary Martin Booksellers
Philippines – September 2006
Glossary of the Mangyan Terms
Bibliography.]

Organizational Ethnography: Socialization in Organizations / Virgel C. Binghay
Antipolo City, Rizal: VCB Research and Publications, c2005
164 p.: ill.; 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
971-93360-0-5
$18.00

The Negrense: A Social History of an Elite Class / Violeta B. Lopez-Gonzaga; Edited by Raymundo T. Pandan
Bacolod: Institute for Social Research and Development, University of St. La Salle, c1991
134 p.: ill.; 22 cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
971-91053-8-0
$15.00

[Table of Contents:
Chapter I. Capital Expansion and Frontier Opening
Chapter II. Frontier Development, The Decline of the Native Economy, and the Emergence of the Negrense
Chapter III. Revolution, Capitulation, and American Expansionism
Chapter IV. American Capital Expansion and Technological Change
Chapter V. The “Center-Periphery” Relations Defined
Chapter VI. The Golden Years: The Cultural Life of the Negrense Elites Under American Rule
Chapter VII. The Pre-War Years: Labor Unrest and the Rise of Social Movements
Chapter VIII. Agricultural Development and Land Tenure: The American Colonial Policy
Chapter IX. World War II and the Decline of the Hacienda
Chapter X. Men, Sugar and Politics: The Dynamics of “Sugar Power”
Chapter XI. The Church and the Social Volcano
Chapter XII. Negros in Crisis: The Recurrent Pattern
Epilogue
Bibliography
Index.]

Understanding Davaeno Values of Southern Mindanao: Davao Del Norte, Davao Del Sur & Davao Oriental- Book 22 / Tomas D. Andres
Quezon City: Giraffe Books, c2006
124 p.: 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography
978-971-0362-36-3
$8.00

[Contents:
Preface
Acknowledgements
Chapter I. History of the Province of Davao, Cultural Traditions, the People, Socials, Peculiarities and Facts
Chapter II. Regional Values of the People of Southern Mindanao: South Cotabato, Surigao del Sur, and Davao
Chapter III. Individual Behavior, Group Behavior, Managerial Supervisory, Executive and Leadership Behavior, and Organizational Behavior
Chapter IV. Management System Applicable to Davao
Bibliography

Understanding the Values of Western Mindanao: Zamboanga, Sulu, Basilan & Tawi-Tawi -Book 23 / Tomas D. Andres
Quezon City : Giraffe Books, c2006
112 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography
978-971-0362-38-7
$ 8.00

[Preface
Chapter 1. Western Mindanao: Social and Political Organization, Power and Status, Perception of Muslim-Christian Relationship, and Mindanao Autonomy
Chapter 2. The Provinces of Zamboanga, Basilan, Sulu, Tawi-Tawi and Tausug
Chapter 3. Positive Muslim Cultural Values and Attitudes of Western Mindanao
Chapter 4. The Western Mindanaeno / Muslim Individual Behavior, Group Behavior, Leadership Behavior and Organizational Behavior
Glossary of Muslim Terms
Bibliography.]

The Ibatan : A Genealogy of the People of Babuyon Claro Island / Compiled by Judith Y.M. Maree
Manila : Summer Institute of Linguistics in cooperation with the Commission on Philippine Languages, c2005
xlii, 808 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
971-18-0400-X
$ 90.00

Myths and Legends of the Philippines – Special Edition – Stories : Featuring the Art works of J.A. Martinez : Vol.1 / Marlene Aguilar ; Edited by Michael Cassey
Quezon City : Jamayco, Inc., c2007
184 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
971-91939-4-8
Ceres A. Alabado Outstanding Literature Award
$ 40.00

Myths and Legends of the Philippines-Vol.II-Stories : Featuring the Art works of J.A. Martinez / Marlene Aguilar ; Edited by Michael Cassey
Quezon City : Jamayco Inc., c2007
Hukay : Journal of the University of the Philippines Archaeological Studies Program – Volume 8 / Edited by Victor J. Paz
Quezon City : Archaeological Studies Program, University of the Philippines, Diliman, c2006
164 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
ISSN : 0119-173X
$ 15.00

The Maranaw Torogan / Abdullah T. Madale
Manila : Rex Book Store, c1996
viii, 184 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography
971-23-2017-0
$ 18.00

[The torogan is the Maranaw’s contribution not only to traditional architecture and art but also to traditional government led by a Sultan and other titled datus and ladies. In days past when sultans were the undisputed temporal and spiritual rulers, the torogan served as office and residence, a sanctuary for the poor, distressed, and victim of injustice.
The Dayawan Torogan in Marawi City which is shown here is a 260-year old cultural edifice which once served as venue for signing of the 1935 Dansalan Declaration where selected Moro leaders drew up a petition addressed to the U.S. President asking him not to include Mindanao, Sulu and Palawan in the proposed Philippine Republic.
The sari-manok, another symbol of Maranaw art and beliefs, is also shown to emphasize the Maranaw’s triumph over his enemies, local or foreign, and his emergence as a major player in the search of peace, justice and prosperity in Mindanao.]

Art

Parallel Texts : Federico Aguilar Alcuaz with Rod. Paras-Perez / Rod. Paras-Perez
Philippines : Artlink Group Inc., c2005
224 p. : ill. ; 30 cm.
971-93191-3-5
$ 100.00

Business

Turnaround management : Best practices from the Indonesian experience / Rene T. Domingo and Kristanto Santosa
Makati City : Asian institute of management, [in cooperation with PQM consultants], c2005
xxv, 255 p. ; 23 cm.
Cinema

Ideya : Journal of the Humanities – Vol.6 No.2 (March 2005) / Vol.7 No.1 (September 2005)(combined) / Edited by Clodualdo del Mundo, Jr
Manila : The College of Liberal Arts, De La Salle University, c2006
x, 216 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
ISSN : 0119-6405
Special Issue : Philippine Cinema.
$ 15.00

[Table of Contents:
From the Editor
Aanhin pa ang Kritika kung Patay na ang Pelikula? (Part 2)

Essays
Pelikula, Imperialism at Bayan
A Cinema in Transition: Initial Incursions
Learning from Darna, Dyesebel, Barbi, and Vampira: Notes on the Hybridity of Philippine National Cinema
Resistance and Affirmation: Reflections on Duda and Bathhouse
Mike After Ten: Authoring the Auteur
Dogeaters: Films as Subtext in Transposed and Invented History

Review Paper
What is Philippine Cinema? An Annotated Bibliography of Writings on Film in the Philippines, 1980-2005

About the Contributors

Communication & Journalism

Transforming Technologies: Altered Selves : Mobile phone and Internet use in the Philippines / Raul Pertierra
Manila : De La Salle University Press, Inc., c2006
x, 158 p. ; 26 cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
971-555-524-1
1. Information Technology-Philippines
$ 20.00

[Contents:
Preface
Acknowledgments
Conclusion and Extrapolation
Chapter 1. Science, Technology and Culture
Chapter 2. Mobiles and the Internet s Technologies of Mediation
Chapter 3. Extended Case Studies
Responsibility can be our best protection- Includes a CD-Rom
Second Edition
Philippines : Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism and Freedom Fund for Filipino Journalists, 2006
viii, 122 p. ; 22 cm.
$ 12.00

[There are dangerous times to be a journalist in the Philippines. Nearly 60 Filipino journalists have been killed in the line of duty since 1986, by any measure a high casualty count. The Philippines is now next only to Iraq as the most dangerous country in the world for journalists.
This book provides tips on how journalists can protect themselves, especially when they are home or at the office, the places where most of the attacks have taken place. It also tells journalists what to do in case of threats and how to behave in conflict areas or situations where they may be put to harm’s way. There are likewise instructions on what to do if a journalist is arrested or if the office of a media organization is searched. Instructions on reporting on attacks against journalists are also provided.
Unlike other safety manuals currently available, Staying Alive applies to local conditions and the specific situation, particularly provincial journalists, find themselves in.]

Economics

People, Profit, and Politics : State-Civil Society Relations in the Context of Globalization / Edited by Ma. Glenda S. Lopez Wui and Teresa S. Encarnacion Tadem Quezon City : Third World Studies Center, College of Social Sciences and Philosophy, University of the Philippines, Diliman [in cooperation with United Nations Development Programme, Philippine Office], c2006
xviii, 238 p. ; ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes Index
971-91246-4-4
$ 15.00

[Contents:
List of Acronyms
Foreword
Preface
Introduction
Mobilizing against Vegetable Importation
Protests and Perceived Threats in the Hog Industry
Confronting the Challenges in the Garment Industry]
Balancing Consumer and Corporate Interests in the Telecommunications Industry

Conclusion: Palliatives for “Globalization with a Human Face”

Index.

In Quest of a Sustainable Livelihood: Conditions underlying Ilocano Migrations in the Philippines and Beyond / Robert R. Reed
Taipei : PROSEA, Academia Sinica, Program for Southeast Asian Area Studies, 2001
46 p. ; 30 cm.
Includes Bibliography
PROSEA Research Paper No.43, Mar-2001
$ 5.00

Regulation, Privatization and Public Sector Reform / Edited by Paul Cook and Maria Fe Villamejor-Mendoza
Philippines : National College of Public Administration and Governance, University of the Philippines with Institute for Development Policy and Management, University of Manchester and British Council, Philippines, c2006
xx, 238 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
971-8567-50-X
$ 18.00

[Contents:
Chapter 1. Regulatory Governance in the Philippines: Lessons for Policy and Institutional Reform
Chapter 2. The Politics of Regulation: Concept, Policies and Practice
Chapter 3. The Institutional Framework and Practice of Electricity Regulation in the Philippines
Chapter 4. Privatization, Regulation and Competition Policy in the UK
Chapter 5. Privatization and Regulation of Pension Funds in Developing Countries
Chapter 6. Is there Water After Privatization? The Case of the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage System
Chapter 7. Local Regulatory Governance in the Philippines: Focus on Quezon City
Chapter 8. The Evolution of Universal Access: Policies, Technology and Re-regulation
Chapter 9. Regulatory Governance and the Improvement of Public Services.]

Rethinking Institutional Reforms in the Philippine Housing Sector / Marife M. Ballesteros
Makati City : Philippine Institute for Development Studies, c2005
vi, 60 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography
Perspective Paper Series No.11
971-564-073-7
$ 10.00

[Why have housing reforms failed to achieve the desired improvements in housing in the Philippines? A review of trends in government housing strategies shows that while many problems in housing are linked to institutional barriers in the land and financial markets, government reforms simply focus on operational and program-specific issues. These reforms may be needed, but they can only be effective if basic institutional issues are first addressed. The paper posits that the efficient functioning of the land and financial markets is necessary to the efficient functioning of the housing market, requiring government to undertake major reforms in land]
regulations and land administration infrastructure, including the implementation of an effective real property tax system.

Negotiating Globalization in Asia
Manila : Ateneo Center for Asian Studies, c2006
x, 338 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
978-971-0426-01-0
1. Asia—Economic conditions—regional disparities
2. Globalization—Cross-cultural studies
3. National characteristics, Asian
4. International economic relations—Cross-cultural studies
5. International relations.
$ 20.00

[Contents:
About the Authors
Introduction
Part 1: Economics and Culture
Part 2: National Identity and Ethnic Identity
Part 3: A Postcolonial Reading of Malaysian Poetry in English.]

Trade Liberalization / Edited by Antonio Tujan, Jr.
Quezon City : Asia-Pacific Research Network, c2006
xii, 196 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
978-971-0325-69-6
$ 20.00

[The issues of trade and investment liberalization as the core of the economic globalization process present the greatest challenges and threats to the rights and welfare of the people and the development of societies. It has been an overarching concern in the development of international networking among NGOs and social movements especially in the Asia Pacific since globalization has taken the forefront of economic issues in the world. Established in 1998, The Asia Pacific Research Network aims to develop cooperation among alternative research centers of NGOs and social movements in the Asia Pacific Region. It sees these issues affecting the lives and livelihoods of people in the region and the world as an opportunity for research and in raising the level of awareness, advocacy and growth of social movements across the region.]

Environment

Rice Research and Development in the Flood-Prone Ecosystem / Edited by S.I. Bhuiyan, M.Z. Abedin, V.P. Singh and B. Hardy
Metro Manila : International Rice Research Institute, c2004
viii, 284 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes Maps
971-22-0197-X
$ 20.00
Agham Mindanaw : Ateneo de Davao Journal of Science and Technology – Vol.1, 2003 / Edited by Lourdes Simpol
Davao City : Research and Publication Office, Ateneo de Davao University, 2003
64 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
ISSN : 1655-8502
$ 20.00

[Contents:
The Remnants of a Science Culture
The Use of Genetically Modified Organisms in Agriculture: Blessing or Curse?
Revisiting the Sociopolitical and Ecological Implications of Energy Sector Restructuring: The Case of the Philippines
Uptake of Lead in the Leaves of Vitex Negundo Linn. (Lagundi)
Effect of Drying Methods on Percent Yield and Quality of Essential Oil From Pogostemon Heyneanus Benth. (Indian Patchouli)
Fish Associated with the Seagrass Beds of Samal and Talikud Islands, Davao Del Norte, Philippines
Geographic Information System as a Modeling Tool in the Study of the Reef Systems of Southern Okinawa
A Hamiltonian Decomposition of Degree Four Cayley Graphs on Abelian Groups
Home Brew.]

Davao City : Research and Publication Office, Ateneo de Davao University, 2004
94 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
ISSN : 1655-8502
Special Issue: 2004 Proceedings of the Wildlife Conservation Society of the Philippines
$ 20.00

[Contents:
Philippine Biodiversity Conservation: Global Priorities and Local Targets
A Review of Research on Philippine Forest Vegetation, Particularly Work Since 1990
Minimum Area for Rapid Estimates of Tree Diversity in a Permanent Plot in Palanan, Isabela, Philippines
Conservation of a Remnant Hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricata) Population Nesting in Punta Dumalaq Barangay Matina Aplaya, Davao City, Philippines
Morphometry of Four Species of Non-Marine Turtles From Palawan, Philippines
First Information on the Trade of Freshwater Turtles in Palawan
Roosting Behaviour and Roost Site Characterization of Pteropus Vampyrus in Malagos Watershed, Davao City
Bats in the Geothermal Reservation of Mt. Apo Natural Park
Abstracts of Papers and Posters Presented at the 2004 Terrestrial Biodiversity Symposium of the Wildlife Conservation Society of the Philippines.]

Breeding Rice for Drought-Prone Environments-Includes a CD-Rom / Edited by K.S. Fischer, R. Lafitte, S. Fukai, G. Atlin and B. Hardy
Metro Manila : International Rice Research Institute, c2003
vi, 98 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes Bibliography
Significant Change Stories : Caraga region 13 Mindanao, Philippines
Quezon City : Convergence for Community-Centred Area Development, Inc. [and Fundacion IPADEV (Instituto de Promocion y Apoyo al Desarrollo), Spain], c2005
236 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
$ 25.00

Communities and Forest Stewardship : Regional Transitions in Southeast Asia / Mark Poffenberger, Rowena Soriaga and Peter Walpole
xii, 150 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes Bibliography, Index and Maps
971-93144-5-5
Research Network Report, No.16, May-2006
$ 25.00

Communities and Watershed Governance : Visayas, Philippines : A Collaborative Study / Edited by Mark Poffenberger and Kate Smith-Hanssen
Tagbilaran City : Asia Forest Network, and [Environmental Science for Social Change, Inc.], 2004
xii, 62 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes Bibliography and Maps
971-93144-4-3
$ 15.00

History

Remembering EDSA : 20 Peoples and their Lives, 20 Years since People Power [Podcast Interviews with the Edsa 20]
Manila : Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism, c2006
1 CD
$ 10.00

[It is said that nearly a million Filipinos massed up on Edsa from February 22 to 25, 1986 to oust Ferdinand Marcos. It was one of the most stirring moments in contemporary Philippine history, one much admired throughout the world. Yet today, 20 years later, many Filipinos are also asking themselves what Edsa was all about. What did it accomplish? What went wrong? What went right? How have Filipino lives changed?]
These are difficult questions but some of the answers can be found in the lives of the 20 Filipinos featured in these podcasts. The paths they have taken provide a map of what the country has been through since Peoples Power, edition one.

The 20 Filipinos in these Podcasts include some of the main players at Edsa, but many are ordinary individuals who led extraordinary lives and made brave choices before and after 1986. Each story that is told here is but one thread of a complex tapestry, but each narratives is also part of a broader pattern. Today the luster of Edsa has been somewhat lost. But many Filipinos will always remember Edsa as our Camelot, our brief shining moment. Edsa showed to us our capacity for greatness and our willingness to sacrifice for the country’s good. It may well also be a constant reminder of promises unfulfilled and hopes dashed, but nothing that happened afterward can take away the glory of those four days.

Certainly, the fault does not lie with Edsa, or with Filipinos as a people. The well of greatness lies within us. We have yet to tap its full potential.

---

**Pestilence in the Philippines: A Social History of the Filipino People, 1571-1800 / Luis Camara Dery**
Quezon City : New Day Publishers, c2006
x, 310 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
971-10-1121-2
1. Filipinos-social conditions-1571-1800
2. Social History-1571-1800
$ 18.00

[This book presents a social history of the Philippines from 1571 to 1800. It details the various natural and man made calamities that devastated the country and its inhabitants, particularly Luzon and explains why the Philippines declined from its precolonial progressive condition.]

---

**Watchman of our borders : A brief history of the Centennial of the Philippine – Bureau of customs 1902-2002 / Chando P. Morallos**
Philippines : Penpower news agency, c2003
xxi, 171 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliography and index.
$ 65.00

[Contents:
Chapter 1: Days of the galleons
Chapter 2: A bureau is born
Chapter 3: Changes and reforms
Chapter 4: Modernizing customs service
Chapter 5: Towards a world-class service
Chapter 6: Industry partners and allies
Chapter 7: Leaders and legacies
Chapter 8: Harbor lights
Epilogue
Appendices.]
Carigara / Edited by Eduardo T. Makabenta Jr.
Quezon City : Carigara 400, Inc., c1995
xiv, 199 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
971-91575-0-X
$ 20.00

[This book commemorates this great event by telling the story of the town and its people. It traces the story from the pre-Hispanic beginnings, through the lengthy Spanish period which lasted three centuries, through the American and Japanese occupations, and to the present time when the townspeople are waking up from years of lethargy to regain the town’s past glory. In recounting the events which have taken place over the last 400 years, the authors have woven into the historical tapestry the town’s economic life, its festivals and religious practices, its educational system, its literary heritage, and other information which make up the color and substance of a typical Philippine town.]

Manila : University of Santo Thomas library [National commission for culture and the Arts], c2005
xiv, 815 p. ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
971-506-323-3
$ 80.00

[The UST Filipiniana rare collection is considered one of the richest of its kind in the Philippines. It is a repository of story books created by great minds pertaining to the culture and civilization of the Philippines, the land and its people, history, language and literature, arts and sciences, commerce and industry, government and politics, religion and philosophy. The catalogue has been published to facilitate research. Entries are by authors arranged alphabetically with physical description of the materials, number of copies available in the UST library and the present condition of the books. Annotations for each entry have also been provided in order to guide the researcher in his quest for the contents. The last part of the catalogue is the list of books with ‘no dates’ Appendices are also included: (A) Reprints; (B) Photocopies; (C) Bibliography on the UST Interment Camp; and (D) Brief history of the UST printing press. Author and title indexes are together with some interesting illustrations to make the book more informative and attractive. This volume is published as part of the research project of the UST library in commemoration with the 400th anniversary celebration of the university of Santo Tomas in 2011.]

Martial law in the Philippines : My Story / Aquilino Q. Pimentel, Jr.
Philippines : Cacho publishing house, c2006
xiii, 539 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliography and index.
971-19-0223-0
$ 40.00
[In this book, Martial law in the Philippines: My story, Aquilino “Nene” Pimental writes primarily about the experiences that he and his family underwent during the martial law regime that president Ferdinand E. Marcos had instituted in the country in 1972 and implemented until he was forced to flee to the US in 1986. He candidly posits the vie that martial law was a gross criminal act that Marcos and his collaborators perpetrated upon the people. Also, he details how Marcos by means of cajolery, bribery and threats laid its foundation in the 1973 Constitutions with the indispensable assistance of his lieutenants in the Constitutional convention of 1971. He recalls that soon after the declaration of marital law, he was jailed in Camp Crame and thrown into a cell for hardened criminals. That was the first of his four arrests during martial rule. He also describes how he and his fellow human rights activists like Sen. Lorenzo Tanada, Sen. Joker Arroyo, Sen. Soc Rodrigo, Fr. Archie Intengan, S.J., Tito Guingona and Ernie Rondon were incarcerated in the military camp in Bicutan for waging a demonstration against the farcical Interim Batasan elections in 1978.]

World war II and the Japanese occupation : Ang Ikalawang digmaang pandaigdig at ang pananakop ng mga hapon / Edited by Ricardo Trota Jose
Quezon City : The University of the Philippines press, c2006
xiii, 384 p. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliography and index.
971-542-499-6
$ 15.00

[Contents:
Part 1: The eve of the war: 1941 and before
Part 2: Filipino reaction and response to the outbreak of war
Part 3: Under the Japanese
Part 4: Guerrillas and the resistance movement
Part 5: Commonwealth government in exile
Part 6: The return of the Americans and the reestablishment of the commonwealth government
Part 7: Problems arising from the war and Japanese occupation.]

Monografias de los pueblos de la isla de pan-ay – (Monographs of the towns in Panay) / Fr. Juan Fernandez, O.S.A. [Translated by Jose G. Espinosa Jr. with an introduction by Fr. Policarpo Hernandez, O.S.A.]
Philippines : University of San Agustin publishing house, c2006
220 p. ; 23 cm.
978-971-0381-05-0
$ 20.00

[This book is a collection of historical notes made by Fr. Juan Fernandez, O.S.A. about the towns in the island of Panay, Philippines, Monografias de los Pueblos de la de pan-ay were first published on installment in the seven volume of El escorial (Volumes 16 to 20, published from 1921 to 1923), the journal of the archivo historico hispano-Agustiniano based in the Augustinian monastery in El Escorial,
Madrid, Spain. Published in this volume are the original Spanish texts with English translation by Jose G. Espinosa, Jr.]

Mga Bagong Bayani: Modern Filipino heroes
Pasig City: Anvil publishing Inc., c2006
ix, 113 p.; 21 cm.
971-27-1700-3
$ 16.00

[Contents:
The making of a martyr / Benigno S. Aquino Jr. / Jose Y. Dalisay Jr. and Arnold M. Azurin
The people’s doctor / Remberto de la paz / Dulce festin-Baybay
Kalinga brave / Macli-ing dulag / Ma. Ceres P. Doyo
The “Magis” seeker / Edgar Jopson / Lorna Kalaw-Tirol
Public servant, diplomat and Unsung Hero / Eduardo T. Quintero / Lita pedrosa-Hidalgo
Champion of press freedom / Joaquin P. Roces / Olivia Hubilla-Tripon
Nationalist to the end / Lorenzo M. Tanada / Rene A.V. Saguisag
The writers.]

Healing wounds, mending scars
Quezon City: Asian federation against involuntary disappearances (AFAD), c2005
256 p.: ill.; 25 cm.
Includes index.
971-92451-1-5
$ 12.00

Puntong Batangan / Edited by Marian Pastor Roces
[S.N.], Tao management Inc., c2006
207 p.: ill.; 24 cm.
978-971-93564-0-0
$ 95.00

Culture of Excellence, Culture of Conscience: The First five Filipino Dominican Rectors of the University of Santo Tomas / Lourd Ernest De Veyra... (et al.)
Manila: UST Publishing House, c2006
xvi, 111 p.; 22 cm.
978-971-506-375-3
1. University of Santo Tomas – History
2. Rectors – University of Santo Tomas
$ 15.00

A Collection of Letters of Marcelo H. Del Pilar: Volume 1 – [Seal of the Republic of the Philippines – No. 20 of the Series]
Manila: The National Historical institute, c2006
xxiv, 302 p.; 22 cm.
1. Letters – Del Pilar, Marcelo H.
2. del Pilar, Marcelo H. – Biography
$ 15.00

[This collection of his letters written between 1882 and 1895 sheds light on his heroism and his private life. Originally published in Spanish in 1955, the great collection is now translated into English for a new generation of readers interested in the life of a great Filipino patriot.]

Manila : The Museo Pambata Foundation, Inc., c2004
183 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography
971-771-018-x
1. Philippines, Museo Pambata – History
2. Children’s museums – Philippines
$ 24.00

[Museo Pambata is the first children’s interactive museum in the Philippines. The culmination of a dedicated quest by mother-and-daughter Estefania Aldaba-Lim and Nina Lim-Yuson, the museum has inspired the enthusiastic support of Philippine society’s indefatigable doers, planners, managers, fundraisers, and workers. Through its imaginative exhibits and programs, it has transformed learning into a joyful experience for the Filipino youth. Consequently, Museo Pambata has empowered other provinces around the country to start their own children’s museum. Jacqueline V. Franquelli chronicles the decade-long history of this remarkable institution, explaining in rich detail its myriad undertakings. The second half of the book showcases over 20 lectures full of useful advice on how to establish a successful children’s museum. Illustrated with Jaime Unson’s photographs and Robert A. Alejandro’s drawings, Touch, Discover, Explore! The story Museo Pambata celebrates the ten-year existence of a “noisy and happy place” that continues to be a touchstone of wonder and discovery for ever-growing numbers of Filipino children.]

The Brutal Holocaust : Japan’s world war II atrocities and their aftermath / Armando Ang
Philippines : A1 Publishing, c2005
323 p. ; 22 cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index.
971-92666-6-6
$ 20.00

[This book contains some major brutalities during the Second World War that have no comparison in the annals of humanity and why Japan has shamelessly refused to sincerely admit her guilt even though in the end she lost the war. Some of the issues included in the book:
1. The Brutal Expansion
2. The comfort Women
3. The Slave Labour]
4. The nanjing Massacre
5. The Bataan Death March
6. The Sandakan Death March
7. Cannibalism
8. The Hell Ships
9. The Rape of Manila
10. The Operation clean-up
11. The Death railways
12. The Great Robbery
13. The Biological Warfare
14. The Chemical Warfare
15. The Drug Warfare
16. The Other Atrocities
17. The War Crimes trials
18. The Textbook scandals
19. The role of emperor Hirohito
20. San Francisco Peace Treaty

Bibliography.

Davao : Reconstructing History from text and Memory / Macario D. Tiu
Davao City : Research and Publication Office, Ateneo De Davao University of Mindanao Coalition of Development NGOs, c2005
xviii, 388 p. ; 22 cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index.
1. Davao (Province) - History
2. Davao (Province) – Social Conditions
3. Davao (Province) – Manners and Customs
4. Davao (Tribes) – Myths and Legends
971-0392-05-0
$ 25.00

[This book is so far the most comprehensive and scholarly work on Davao History. For the first time, Davao history is pushed back further than 1848 when it was conquered by the Basque adventurer Jose Oyanguren. This book also features many new information : the most substantive discussion of each Davao tribe in any single volume, including a theory of their migration ; the Most in-depth discussion of Datu Bago as well as other Davao heroes; sample studies of the different settlers at different periods of Davao history; and the widest collection of myths and legends representing almost all the tribes of Davao, most of which are published for the first time. Writing in fluid language and adhering to rigorous scholarship, Macario Tiu Reconstructs a history of Davao culled from various texts and oral traditions, a creative research methodology which he successfully put to good use. What comes out is a vibrant retelling of Davao’s past.]

Diary of the War : World War II Memoirs of Lt. Col. Anastacio Campo / Maria Virginia Yap Morales
Manila : Ateneo De Manila University Press, c2006
xiii, 265 p. ; 22 cm.
Includes Bibliography
Mindanao Studies Series - 1
971-550-489-2
Mary Martin Booksellers  Philippines – Sept 2006

1. Campo, Anastacio – Military life
2. World War II – 1941-1945–War Works – Military life
$ 20.00

[Contents :
Editor's Note
Introduction
1. Remembering Grandfather
2. The Gory Japanese Occupation of Davao
3. USAFFE Initiates Guerrilla Resistance in Southern Philippines
4. Prisoners of war at the Davao Penal Colony
5. Japanese Brute Force
6. Filipino Human Shields
7. Recapitulation
8. Postscript
Appendix
Notes
Glossary
Bibliography.]

Pasig City : Anvil Publishing, INC., c2006
xxix, 238 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
1. Jopson, Edgar
2. Revolutionaries – Philippines – Biography
971-27-1590-6
$ 22.00
[Contents :
Part 1 : The Grocer’s Son
Part 2 : The Storm
Part 3 : Factories and Picket Lines
Part 4 : UG
Part 5 : Mindano
Part 6 : Skyline.]

Beyond the Great Wall : A family Journal / Mario Alma Maningning Banaue Miclat
224 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
971-27-1708-9
$ 15.00

[Contents :
1. Situating the Family
2. Searching for Self
3. Reversing the Diaspora
4. Finding the Nation.]
Biyaheng FX [Round Trips to Pinoy Life] / Loree Cruz-Mante
Pasig City : Anvil Publishing Inc., c2006
xiii, 107 p. ; 22 cm.
Biyah Series
971-27-1716-x
1. Short Stories, Philippines (English)
$ 10.00

Iconography of the New Empire : Race and Gender Images and the American Colonization of the Philippines / Servando D. Halili Jr.
Quezon City : The University of the Philippines Press, c2006
xii, 219 p. ; 23 cm.
971-542-505-4
$ 18.00

[This book makes a postcolonial reading of the American invasion and colonization of the Philippines in 1898. It considers how nineteenth century American popular culture, specifically political cartoons and caricatures, influenced American foreign policy. These sources, drawn from several US Libraries and archives, show how race and gender ideologies significantly influenced the move of the USA to annex the Philippines. The book not only includes a significant collection of political cartoons and caricatures about the Filipinos by American cartoonists and caricaturists, it also offers an alternative interpretation of the reasons why the USA ventured into colonial expansion in Asia.]

Rizal : Through a Glass Darkly : A Spiritual Biography / Javier De Pedro
Pasig City : University of Asia and the Pacific, c2005
xii, 343 p. ; 22 cm.
Includes Index.
971-8527-74-5
1. Jose Rizal
2. Jose Rizal – Religious beliefs
$ 19.00

[This book attempts a spiritual biography of Jose Rizal : from the piety of his early youth, through his rejection of the divinity of Jesus Christ in early manhood, to his return to the sacraments a few hours before his execution. The authors traces Rizal’s spiritual odyssey through a meticulous investigation of his writings, particularly of his novels in conjunction with his letters and poetry. What emerges is a Rizal few Filipinos know, the survivor of two personal crises, one dating 1883 and eventually finding expression in the Noli me tangere, the other 1891 as Rizal finished the Filibusterismo. It is a more human Rizal we come to know.]

100 Essays : Voices of the Tamaraws / Edited by Jaime An Lim
Manila : Far Eastern University Publications, c2006
xvi, 303 p. ; 19 cm.
971-678-016-8
1. Philippine essays (English)
The Roots of the Filipino Nation: Volume I & II / O.D. Corpuz  
[1st published in 1989 by Aklahi Foundation Inc., Quezon City]  
Quezon City: The University of the Philippines Press, c2005  
2v.; 23 cm.  
Includes Index.  
971-542-460-0 (Vol.1)  
971-542-461-9 (Vol.2)  
$ 30.00 (Vol.1.)  
$ 40.00 (Vol.2.)

[The Roots is above all a Filipino Story.  
It begins as the story of our ancestors, their differentiation into Muslims and non-Muslims, and then the division of the non-Muslims into Christians and non-Christians. It tells of their separation for centuries, and then of how the natives, Chinese and Spanish mestizos, and even some full-blooded Spaniards born in Filipinas, united to form the Christian Filipino nation. It tells of the imperfect joining of Christians and Muslims during the American colonial regime, as distinguished from the vision of Rizal and Aguinaldo of a fraternal, all-archipelago union.]

Annotated bibliography of Mindanao Studies – Volume 1 / Ricardo M. De Ungria [et.al]  
Davao City: Mindanao studies consortium foundation, Inc. (MSCFI), c2005  
4v.; 27 cm.  
Includes bibliography.  
971-93408-0-0(Vol.1.)  
971-93408-1-9(Vol.2.)  
971-93408-2-7 (Vol.3.)  
971-93408-3-5 (Vol.4.)  
Includes 1 CD-ROM  
$ 130.00 (Set)

Volume 1: Education, Science and technology, information technology, engineering and food technology (ST).]

Volume 2:  
Part 1: Peace, gender, and health-related issues (PG)  
Part II: Socioeconomy and politics (SP).]

Volume 3:  
Part IV: Agriculture and fisheries (AF)  
Part V: Environment and natural resources (EN)  
Part VI: History, anthropology, archaeology, ethnography, religion and psychology (HA)  
Part VII: Language and humanities (LH).]

Volume 4:  
Resource centers in Mindanao  
Researchers in Mindanao.]
**Law**

Beyond qualified reclusion perpetua: Restorative justice and alternatives to the death penalty – Proceedings of the roundtable discussion /Edited by Zenaida P. Paloma
Quezon City: Institute of human rights (IHR), c2006
104 p.; 23 cm.
971-15-04-07-3
$ 10.00

Atrophy and abuse: People power and state power / Edited by JM. Villero, Bernardo D. Larin
Quezon City: Philippine human rights information center (PhilRights)
iv, 72 p.: ill.; 23 cm.
In Focus: July-December 2005
ISSN: 1908-2118
$ 8.00

[Contents:
Atrophy and abuse: People power and state power
Violence, political repression and impunity: Survival tools of a struggling regime
The labor sector: Tall tales, sad stories
Doctors as nurses: How to brew a health crisis
The Herculean task of relocating 40,000 NorthRail families
What’s on your plate? : The food situation in the Philippines.]

Fundamentals of public international law / Merlin M. Magallona
Quezon City: C & E publishing, Inc., c2005
xiii, 858 p.; 23 cm.
971-584-415-4
$ 30.00

[Fundamentals of public international law includes the latest developments in the Law of the United Nations, Diplomatic and Consular Law, law of treaties, international human rights, international criminal law, international humanitarian law, international law against terrorism, international environmental law, Law of the sea, law of the Air and outer space, and settlement of international disputes.]

Davide: An unauthorized biography / Dean Antonio R. Tupaz
Quezon City: C & E Publishing, Inc., c2006
xix, 421 p.; 26 cm.
Includes index.
971-584-477-4
1. Davide, Hilario G.
2. Judges-Philippines-Biography
$ 30.00
The proposed revision of the 1987 constitution by the consultative commission:
Submitted to the President and the congress December 16, 2005 – With highlights and primers on the Major proposals and background information on the consultative commission / Edited by Jose V. Abueva
Marikina City : KC Institute of federal-parliamentary democracy, c2006
xiv, 253 p. ; 23 cm.
971-92543-8-6
1. Constitutional reform-Philippines
2. Good governance
3. Social transformation
4. Federalism
5. Parliamentary Government
$ 15.00

[Through charter change we seek to bring about good governance: the institutionalized capacity of our government at all levels, with the people's participation, to make policies and decisions and implement them responsively, efficiently, and effectively, and with transparency and accountability to the people. With good governance we can make progress in replacing poverty with prosperity, social inequality with social justice, corruption with effective and ethical government, and under-development with global competitiveness. But we need other factors to make our reformed and revitalized institutions succeed. We also need to develop: (1) a deeper sense of nationhood, a stronger commitment to the common good and the national interest, spirituality, moral values, and modern ethical behavior; (2) competent, responsible and accountable decisions and reforms; (3) responsible citizens who are empowered economically, socially and politically as members of a growing middle class; and (4) a productive, competitive, and responsible private sector and an equitable economy. By putting these things in place, we shall be building a nation worthy of our heroes, a country fit for our children-of which we can all be proud.]

Trademarks in the Philippines : A legal guide / Eduardo C. Escano
Manila : Centipede Philippines Inc., c2003
418 p. ; 23 cm.
971-92893-0-9
$ 40.00

[Contents:
Chapter 1: Philippine laws on trademarks
Chapter 2: Implementing rules and regulations, supreme court circulars and other related issuances
Chapter 3: Digest of supreme court decisions of trademarks from 1901 to August 2003
Chapter 4: Definition
Chapter 5: Trademark forms.]

Deadly play grounds : The Phenomenon of child soldiers in the Philippines
Quezon City : Philippine human rights information center (PhilRights), c2005
xxxii, 172 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliography
971-8898-13-1
Philippine human rights information center (PHILRIGHTS)
$ 15.00

[Contents:
Chapter 1: History and context of child soldiers
Chapter 2: Background of the study
Chapter 3: Methodology
Chapter 4: Study results
Chapter 5: Discussion and analysis
Chapter 6: Conclusion and recommendations.]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Linguistics

Chabacano Studies : Essays on Cavite’s Chabacano Language and Literature / Emmanuel Luis A. Romanillos
Cavaite City : Cavaite Historical Society, Inc., c2006
vi, 225 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes Index
$ 20.00.

[Table of Contents:
Introduction
Hon.Caesar E.A. Virata
President, Cavite Historical Society, Inc.
Author’s Foreword
1. The Chabacano Language: Our Fil-Hispanic Creole Legacy
2. Cavite City’s Chabacano folk songs and Spanish poems
3. Rizal and the Chabacano
4. Chabacano Proverbs, Riddles and Metaphors
5. El Chabacano de Filipinas
6. Cantos folcoricos de Cavite en chabacano y espanol
7. A Hispanic Legacy of Chabacano Poetry
Index of Names and Places
Acknowledgements
The Author.]

Arte y Reglas : Kapampangan Grammar and Rules circa 1621 / Fr. Francisco Coronel
; Transcription, Translation and Annotation by Fr. Edilberto V. Santos
Angeles City : Holy Angel University Press, c2005
172 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
971-92417-7-2
$ 25.00

[Fray Francisco Coronel, OSA did not write the first Kapamangan grammar, or the best, but his Arte y Reglas de la Lengua Pampanga is the oldest in experience. And with this publication, it is now also the first Kapampangan grammar from that period to be translated into English. It is also the Kapampangan’s good fortune that the first missionaries sent here were the best minds in their respective seminaries in Spain; actually, the Augustinians had no choice but to send their best linguists, translators and grammarians because, well, they had not anticipated that there would be so many languages here.
Fray Colonel was one such missionary; he was only 20 years old when he first came to the Philippines in 1606; by the time he died in 1630, his peers had recognized him as an expert on Kapampangan language. He wrote the Arte to make it easier for his fellow Augustinians to communicate with their parishioners, but the Arte (and other similar works) did more than that. It documented the language as the conquistadors had found it; it also recorded rare anthropological notes about the Kapampangans at the time. This book provides a glimpse into those misty, exotic early days in Pampanga.

**Literature**

The King of Nothing to Do: Essays on Nothing & Everything / Luis Joaquin M. Katigbak
Quezon City : Milflores Publishing Inc., c2006
x, 176 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
971-828-052-9
$ 15.00

[This is the first collection of essays of award winning fictionist Luis Joaquin M. Katigbak. The short, fast-paced pieces are suffused throughout with his droll, ironic, and, at times, hilarious humour that will often take the reader by surprise. In spite of his best efforts, many of the pieces yield profound or lucid thoughts. Nevertheless, the collection is an unfailingly conversation with a brilliant young mind.]

Quezon City : College of Arts and Letters, College of Social Sciences and Philosophy and College of Science, University of the Philippines- Diliman, c2006
vi, 286 p. ; 22 cm.
ISSN: 0012-2858
$ 15.00

[Table of Contents:
A Note from the Editor
Essays
Poetry and Creative Nonfiction
Review
Forum
Editorial Board
Board of Advisors
Board of Evaluators.]

Writing Literary History : Mode of Economic Production and Twentieth Century Waray Poetry / Jose Duke S. Bagulaya
Quezon City : The University of the Philippines Press, c2006
xx, 338 p. ; 23 cm.
971-542-436-8
$ 15.00

[The book is primarily a history of literary forms and modes of economic production. It traces the interrelationship between the formation of poetic forms and the shifts in...
the Philippine political economy. It argues that a specific poetic form develops under a definite mode of economy. In proving this thesis, the author uses a four-code theoretical concept-mode of production, class relations, aesthetics, and dialectics of forms- to elucidate the complicated relationship between literature and economy. The book also contains an anthology of hard-to-find poetry of Leyte and Samar, the eighth and third largest islands of the country’s more than 7,000 islands. It includes original and translation of the unique satirical poetry of the Warays, the radio siday, the contemporary modernist poetry of the intellectuals, and the poetry of the famous revolutionary guerrillas of the twin islands. Half of the anthologized poetry appears in book form for the first time. As a whole, the book is a compact critical account and anthology of one of the major literatures of the Philippines.

Hiligaynon Mythological Stories and Folktales: Analysis and Translation / Amorita C. Rabuco
Iloilo City : University of San Augustin Publishing House, c2006
xii, 308 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography
971-0381-02-4
$ 25.00

[This book is an analysis and collection of myths, legends, and folktales of the Ilonggos in the Hiligaynon language with English translations. The analysis focuses on the artistic determinants of the narratives as oral literary genre and on the ethnography of the early Ilonggos. Reading the narratives in the instructive, as well. This book celebrates the rich and beautiful literary tradition of Ilonggos.]

Damaged People : Tales of the Gothic-Punk / Karl R. De Mesa
Quezon City : The University of the Philippine Press, c2006
xiv, 94 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
971-542-504-6
$ 10.00

[Ghosts, Monsters, The Hearts of Men-Welcome to their underworld. A Land covered by the Umbra of a Gothic Darkness, populated by the tragically hip, stomping to a brutal pink soundtrack. Here are ten short stories that show how people answer their damage sustained from horrors both real and supernatural. These tales also reveal the Beauty in enduring or escaping such injury. Written in a cross between the fury of a heat wave and cold sincerity, Damaged People gathers the wretched, the fragile, the damaged, and the dead into one incandescent read. This book also includes the short novel new wilderness.]

Ms. Philippines / Isagani R. Cruz
Manila : De La Salle University Press, Inc., c2006
74 p. ; 23 cm.
971-555-519-X
$ 8.00

The Knowing is in the Writing : Notes on the Practice of Fiction / Jose Y. Dalisay Jr.
[Part manual, part testament, part autobiography, The Knowing is in the Writing: Notes on the Practice of Fiction was written by the author to engage new and young writers of fiction not only in matters of craft but also of life and livelihood. Beginning with an overview of the nature and elements of fiction, the book then deals with specific issues in the writing of fiction, from plotting and characterization to the workshop experience and publishing one’s first book. “Through fiction,” Dalisay says, “we best make sense of our lives by stepping away from them-by momentarily becoming strangers unto ourselves, by exploring more interesting alternatives to what we already know or most likely would do, and, ultimately, by giving ourselves a new reason to hope and believe that life indeed follows a plot we can direct-if we only knew what it was.”]

[Here is a comprehensive survey of Early Philippine Literature, covering the Ancient, Spanish, Nationalistic and American periods. Each period is represented by a wide range of selections. The book showcases the entire range of our literary heritage, from our unique ethno-epics, to a wide-ranging literature of religion and morality, to the literature of the Propoganda and Revolution, to our first forays into western literary topics. This also includes works of little-known but landmark authors, as well as indigenous literary forms. This revised edition includes a built-in handbook to help the teacher, the student and the general reader. This is comprised of

- Teaching Notes that
  - introduce literary types and
  - present the literary-historical background of each period
- Study Guides that list
  - additional textual reading
  - suggested topics and exercises for individual or group work, and
  - references for further study.]

[Philippine Literature : A Mindanao Reader / Edited by Pamela R. Castrillo, Don Pagusara and Macario D. Tiu
Davao City : Research and Publication Office, Ateneo de Davao University, c2005
viii, 204 p. ; 28 cm.
971-0392-03-4
$ 15.00]
[Philippine Literature: A Mindanao Reader is a comprehensive anthology for the collegiate Philippine literature survey course, with special emphasis on Mindanawon texts. A three-genre volume, it broadens the canon of Philippine literature, emphasizing literary diversity and giving increased attention to gender and minority voices as well as Mindanao regional traditions. This anthology offers concise introductions to the genres and a rich array of poems, stories and plays by acknowledged masters and emergent voices in Cebuano, Filipino and English as well as in the tribal languages of Tboli and Mangyan.]

Official Publications

Makati City : National Statistical Coordination Board, National Statistics information Center, 2006
141 p. ; 29 cm.
ISSN : 0119-4518
$ 15.00

Makati City : National Statistical Coordination Board, National Statistics information Center, 2006
v. ; 29 cm.
ISSN : 1655-891x
$ 15.00

Women and Men in the Philippines : 2006 Statistical Handbook
Philippines : National Statistical Coordination Board, Republic of the Philippines, 2006
156 p. ; 22 cm.
$ 10.00

Manila : National Statistics Office
Iv, 317 p. ; 27 cm.
ISSN : 0116-2675
$ 30.00

[From Foreword:
The 2003 Vital Statistics Report – Marriages, Births and Deaths in the Philippines is a compilation of data from registered certificates forwarded by the local Civil Registry Offices to the Office of the Civil Registrar General (OCRG) / National Statistics Office (NSO) through the Provincial Offices of the NSO. Statistics contained here are facts surrounding the occurrence of the events in the country for the year 2003. This report includes the explanatory notes on the vital statistics systems with emphasis on the registration method and the vital statistics system. Statistics presented however, have not been adjusted for under-registration.]
Manila: National Statistical Office, 2004
liii, 194 p.; 29 cm.
ISSN: 0116-2624
$ 20.00

Manila: National Statistical Office, 2004
lvii, 194 p.; 29 cm.
ISSN: 0116-2624
$ 20.00

Women and Men in Western Visayas 2005: Region Division VI
Philippines: National Statistical Coordination Board, 2005
v. ; 22 cm.
ISSN: 1656-0469
$ 18.00

Women and Men in Region XII – 2005: Statistical Profile
Philippines: National Statistical Coordination Board, 2005
v. ; 22 cm.
$ 18.00

Women and Men in Bicol Region: Regional Division V – 2005
Philippines: National Statistical Coordination Board, 2005
v. ; 22 cm.
$ 18.00

Philippine National Survey on Blindness
Manila: University of the Philippines Manila, c2004
x, 268 p.: ill. ; 28 cm.
971-8982-15-9
$ 25.00

[Table of Contents: Part I: Philippine National Survey on Blindness Part II: Visual Impairment Data Appendices.]

Metro Manila: Department of Energy
ii, 58 p.: ill. ; 30 cm.
$ 30.00
Metro Manila : Department of Energy
ii, 63 p. : ill. ; 30 cm.
$ 30.00

Distribution Development Plan 2004-2012 : Towards energy independence and power market reforms – Volume 4
Metro Manila : Department of Energy, 2004
149 p. : ill. ; 30 cm.
$ 50.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005 – Annual report volume I</td>
<td>Bangko sentral ng Pilipinas</td>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>1655-5112</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Contents:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 1: The Philippine economy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2: The bank’s operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3: Financial condition of the BSP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of statistical tables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annex.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005 – Annual report volume III: Major economic laws and banking regulations</td>
<td>Bangko sentral ng Pilipinas</td>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>1655-5112</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines-The Countryside in Figures : 2006 - Western Visayas</td>
<td>National Statistical Coordination Board, 2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines-The Countryside in Figures : 2005 - Davao Del Sur</td>
<td>National Statistical Coordination Board, 2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines-The Countryside in Figures : 2005 - Romblon</td>
<td>National Statistical Coordination Board, 2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines-The Countryside in Figures : 2005 - Leyte</td>
<td>National Statistical Coordination Board, 2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Philippines-The Countryside in Figures : 2006 - Zamboanga Del Sur
Philippines : National Statistical Coordination Board, 2006
1 CD-ROM
$ 30.00

---

2000 Input-Output Accounts of the Philippines
v. ; 30 cm.
$ 40.00

---

2002 Census of Agriculture : Davao Region : Volume 2 – Location of the Farm
v. ; 28 cm.
ISSN : 0116-4007
$ 10.00

---

2002 Census of Agriculture : Central Visayas : Volume 2 – Location of the Farm
v. ; 28 cm.
ISSN : 0116-4007
$ 10.00

---

Philippine National Health Accounts 2004
Makati City : National Statistical Coordination Board, 2006
xi, 52 p. ; 30 cm.
ISSN : 1655-8936
$ 15.00

---

The Countryside in Figures : 2005 Edition
Makati city : National Statistical Coordination Board, 2006
iv, 328 p. ; 21cm
1656-0485
$ 30.00

---

Performing Arts
Treading through : 45 Years of Philippine Dance / Basilio Esteban S. Villaruz
Quezon City : The University of the Philippines Press, [Philippine Folklife Museum Foundation, San Francisco, California, USA], c2006
xxv, 530 p. ; 24 cm.
978-971-542-509-4
$ 20.00
[This book is a first reader in Philippine dance, observed through forty-five years of viewing, reviewing, and doing. It is one observer’s understanding of what, where, or how is dance, and who makes it and why we dance. It attempts to answer these question, aware that more questions ought to be further asked. Each section traces the recesses of the pond that is dance, the water within, the sky, the passing clouds, and the faces reflected above.]

**Politics**

La croix et le kriss : Violences et rancœurs entre chretiens et musulmans dans le sud des Philippines / Solomon Kane
Bangkok : Irasec, c2006
xix, 223 p.; 24 cm.
Includes bibliography and index
2-84654-127-2
$ 45.00

---------------------------------------------

Muslim resistance in southern Thailand and Southern Philippines : Religion, ideology, and politics / Joseph Chinyong Liow
viii, 74 p.; 23 cm.
Includes bibliography.
978-1-932728-46-0
Policy studies 24
$ 19.90

[This study analyzes the ongoing conflict in southern Thailand and southern Philippine between indigenous Muslim minorities and their respective central governments. In particular, it investigates and interrogates the ideological context and content of conflicts in southern Thailand and southern Philippines insofar as they pertain to Islam and radicalism in order to assess the extent to which these conflicts have taken on a greater religious character and the implications this might have on our understanding of them. In the main, the monograph argues that while conflicts in southern Thailand and southern Philippines have taken on religious hues as a consequence of both local and external factors, on present evidence they share little with broader radical global Islamist and Jihadist ideologies and movements, and their contents and contexts remain primarily political, reflected in the key objective of some measure of self-determination, and local, in terms of the territorial and ideational boundaries of activism and agitation. Furthermore, though both conflicts appear on the surface to be driven by similar dynamics and mirror each other, they are different in several fundamental ways.]

---------------------------------------------

Calibrated Preemptive Response – Batas Busal and the Face of Terrorism
View Finder : No. 7, December 2005 – CD-ROM
1 CD-ROM
Philippines : A Koda Production, 2005
$ 15.00

The Dilemma of Philippine campaign politics : Alternative campaign strategies in the 2004 national elections
Bandung in the 21st century: A challenge for independence against imperialist globalization and war / Edited by Antonio Tujan, Jr.
Manila: Asia-pacific research network, c2005
iv, 252 p. ; 18 cm.
971-0325-59-0
$8.00

[The Golden Jubilee of the Bandung Afro-Asia conference is an important occasion to reflect on the aspirations of independence, liberation, peaceful coexistence and development for Third world countries – concerns that are as important and urgent now as they were in 1955 during the early years of the cold war. Imperialist globalization and war presents the same and even greater challenges to the aspirations of independence, liberation, peaceful coexistence and development by the rest of the world living in the Third world. It was therefore important to commemorate the Spirit of Bandung and the principles behind that spirit.]

Turning the page: Challenges for divided nations: Conference on contemporary Philippine and Korean affairs – Proceedings of the 3rd University of the Philippines-Hannam University interaction conference / Edited by Lily Ann Polo
Quezon City: University of the Philippines Diliman, c2004
75 p. ; 23 cm
971-8992-16-2
$12.00

[Contents:
Part 1: State and civil society
Part 2: Reunification and reconciliation
Part 3: Annexes
Part 4: Appendix.]

Governance matters: Selected writings and speeches / Jejomar C. Binay
Makati City: City government of metropolitan [Information and community relations department], c2005
303 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
971-93462-0-5
$15.00

The community of Asia: Concept or reality? / Edited by Urvashi Butalia [et.al]
Pasig City: Anvil publishing, Inc., c2006
xiii, 392 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes index.
971-27-1782-8
1. Asia - history
2. Asia - civilization
3. Asia – politics and government
$ 20.00

[The essays in this book address the multi-layered and trans-disciplinary agenda faced by us today while reexamining the identity of Asia as a hybrid entity with diverse and pluralistic values from both a conceptual and practical standpoint. The hope is that the growing solidarity of Asian public intellectuals with lay the foundation for the future of Asia’s regional unity in diversity. This book poses fundamental questions on the validity of constructions of Asia, not only within Eurocentric and Orientalist, but also within Asia and Asian, discourse.]

Religion – Christianity

Building a bridge: Catholic Christianity meets Chinese-Filipino culture / Ari C. Dy, SJ
Quezon City: Jesuit Communications Foundation, Inc., c2005
xix, 153 p.; 23 cm.
971-0305-25-5
$ 14.00

[Contents:
I. Introduction
II. Christian reflections on Chinese themes
III. Scholarly pursuits
IV. Pastoral suggestions.]

Urbanization and mission in Asia and the Pacific / Edited by Robert J. Kisala
Manila: Logos Publications, Inc., c2005
272 p.; 24 cm.
971-510-181-X
Asia-Pacific Missiological series No. 9
$ 15.00

[As we enter the 21st century, just over half of the world’s population lives in cities. It is projected that the population in urban areas will double in the next twenty-five years, and that the proportion of urban dwellers will increase to seventy-five percent by 2025. Much of this increase will take place in Asia. Urbanization is accompanied by rapid social change, with important implications for the religious life of the people. It has long been believed that the displacement and loss of cultural religious ties that accompany urbanization, along with religiously pluralistic environment of urban areas, will exacerbate the trend towards secularization in modern society. Urbanization will necessarily affect all aspects of Christian mission in Asia and the Pacific: Parish ministry, education, formation, work for justice and peace, communications, and family ministry. The SVD Asia-Pacific Association of Mission Researchers (ASPAMIR) held a symposium on the topic of urbanization and mission in Asia and the Pacific on 15-19 October 2001, in Mumbai, India. This collection represents some of the papers that were delivered at the symposium.]

Augustinus, homo religiosus: Explorations on Man’s religious and philosophical search / Macario M. Ofilada
Philippines : San Agustin museum, c2005
238 p. ; 24 cm.
971-92744-0-9
$ 20.00

[Contents:
Chapter 1: The religiosity of Augustine’s thought: groundwork for the search
Chapter 2: Augustine on man and religion: The searcher and the search
Chapter 3: Augustine and the relinking of man: The aim of the search
Chapter 4: Augustine and the mystical function
Chapter 5: Augustine and the intensity
Chapter 6: Augustine and the divine life of the mind: The Trinitarian culmination of religion and philosophy.]

The sacraments of initiation : Baptism, confirmation, Eucharist – A commentary on Cc. 849-958 of the code of cannon law / A.N. Dacanay, S.J.
Pasig City : Anvil publishing, Inc., c2006
ix, 204 p. ; 23 cm.
978-971-27-1783-3
1. Sacraments (Canon law)
2. Baptism (cannon law)
3. Confirmation (cannon law)
4. Lord’ supper (cannon law)
$ 20.00

[This is the second book of a projected 4-volume commentary on the sacramental law of the Church. The first book published in 2000 is Canon law on marriage: Introductory notes and comments, where, as here, I tried to present the different positions regarding controverted questions, what I think is the correct interpretation of the law, and the reason for the position taken. When I was preparing these pages, I had in mind, mainly but not exclusively, these already responsible for the care of souls as well as those still studying cannon law in preparation for the ordained ministry.]

Journeys for the spirit / Alice Colet Villadolid
Metro Manila : Colet-Villadolid publishing, 2006
120 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
978-971-91523-8-5
$ 15.00

An exegetical review : The Da Vinci code / Fr. Regino Cortes
Manila : UST publishing house, c2006
131 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliography.
971-506-366-7
1. Brown, Dan, 1964-Da Vinci code
2. Christianity in literature.
$ 12.00
Sociology

Supporting Community Gains in Sitio Dormitory in Quezon City: The JSDF/World Bank-PHILSSA Upscaling Urban Poor Community Renewal Scheme Project / Cynthia C. Veneracion
Quezon City: Institute of Philippine Culture, Ateneo de Manila University, c2006
xiv, 100 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
The JSDF/World Bank-PHILSSA Experience Series
971-93265-7-3
$ 15.00

[Contents:
List of Figures, Tables and Boxes
Acronyms and Abbreviations Used
Foreword
Preface
1. Upscaling Urban Poor Community Renewal Scheme: The JSDF/World Bank and PHILSSA Project
2. Finding a Place in the City: Development of the Dormitory Communities
3. Upgrading Physical Facilities Implementation of the Infrastructure Subprojects
4. Enhancing Internal and External Resources: Capability-Building Activities
5. Sustaining Project Gains: Issues and Concerns
Annex.]

Fallen Cradle: Parents on the Loss of a Child / Edited by Agnes Prieto with Ricardo M. de Ungria
Manila: Anvil Publishing Inc, c2006
xiv, 160 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
971-27-1732-1 (bp)
$ 10.00

Unsafe Abortion in the Philippines: A Threat to Public Health / Corazon M. Raymundo, Zelda C. Zablan, Josefina V. Cabigon, Grace T. Cruz and Clarinda L. Berja
Manila: Demographic Research and Development Foundation, Inc. & University of the Philippines Population Institute & UP Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Research and Development, c2001
xiv, 170 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Includes Bibliography
971-9012-01-3
$ 15.00

[Table of Contents
List of text tables
List of figures
List of appendices]
Foreword

Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 2. Study design and methodology
Chapter 3. Profile of women with abortion experience
Chapter 4. Reproductive health status of women with abortion experience
Chapter 5. Abortion experience
Chapter 6. Abortion service providers
Chapter 7. Measuring the level of abortion
Chapter 8. Consequences of abortion practice
Chapter 9. Integrating abortion data back into the realities of women’s lives
Appendices
References.

Possible Worlds in Impossible Spaces: Knowledge, Globality, Gender, and Information Technology in the Philippines / Czarina Saloma-Akpedonu
Manila : Ateneo de Manila University Press, c2006
x, 248 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography and Index
971-550-497-3
1. Information technology-Philippines
2. Information technology-Social Aspects
$ 15.00

[Possible Works in Impossible Spaces is a pioneering work that shows how we can think about information technology (IT). The starting point of this exploration is the claim that Filipinos are “the best IT professionals in the world”. What underlies such a claim? By looking at Filipino intermediate developers who create IT products needed by everyday users using frameworks and infrastructure created elsewhere, this book illuminates two relatively new worlds in Philippine society: One refers to technological spheres where women participate in; the other hosts global-local technological encounters. These worlds challenge notions from the new international division of labour that looks at the Philippines as a site of assembly and its women as assembly-line workers.

A number of factors have been favorable to the emergence of a heterotopia in the Philippine IT industry, including the existence of a large pool of talented English-speaking, American educational system-trained members of intermediate developers who are available for relatively low wages, a school system that teaches “learning to learn” and a stock of well-educated and independent women.]

Scaling up Urban Renewal : The JSDF/World Bank-PHILSSA Experience / Cynthia C. Veneracion, Letty C. Tumbaga and Marilou M. Sabado
Quezon City : Institute of Philippine Culture, Ateneo de Manila University & Surveys, Training, Research & Development Services, c2006
xvi, 108 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes a Map
971-93265-1-4
The JSDF/World Bank-PHILSSA Experience Series
$ 12.00

[Acronyms and Abbreviations
Foreword]
Preface
Chapter 1. Upscaling Urban Poor Community Renewal Scheme: Project Goals, Design and Participants
Chapter 2. Seventeen Communities and Five Cities The Project Settings
Chapter 3. Upgrading Community Physical Infrastructures: Design, Procurement, and Construction
Chapter 4. Development of Partnerships, Capabilities, and Sustainability Mechanisms
Chapter 5. After Two Years of Project Implementation: Accomplishments and Lessons Learned
Appendices.

Improving Communities in the City of San Fernando (La Union) : The JSDF/World Bank-PHILSSA Upscaling Urban Poor Community Renewal Scheme Project / Cynthia C. Veneracion
Quezon City : Institute of Philippine Culture, Ateneo de Manila University, c2006
xiv, 114 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
971-93265-6-5
The JSDF/World Bank-PHILSSA Experience Series
$ 12.00

[Contents:
List of Figures and Boxes
Acronyms and Abbreviations Used
Foreword
Preface
1. Upscaling Urban Poor Community Renewal Scheme: The JSDF/ World Bank-PHILSSA Project
2. Fishermen’s Village: A Much-Awaited Relocation Site
4. Sagayad Site Improvement: Further Assistance to a Relocation Area
5. Sustaining Project Gains: Issues and Concerns
Annex.]

Brown Outside, White Inside : A Study of Identity Development among Children of Filipino Immigrants in Australia / Arlene Torres-D’Mello
Quezon City : Giraffe Books, c2003
x, 214 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes Bibliography
971-8832-92-0
$ 15.00

[Contents:
Acknowledgement
Preface
Chapter One. Brown Outside, White Inside
Chapter Two. New Lifestyle, Old Values
Chapter Three. Becoming “Filipino” Abroad
Chapter Four. The Filipino Children’s “Australianization”
Chapter Five. The Filipino “Cultural Baggage”
Chapter Six. Unpacking the “Cultural Baggage”
Chapter Seven. Understanding Australia
Chapter Eight. Different Cultures, Same Experiences  
Chapter Nine. Theoretically Speaking  
Chapter Ten. Interpreting the Social World  
References  
Appendices  
Selected Titles from Giraffe Books.

Annotations of Selected Works and Publications on Philippine-Japan Exchanges and Relations / Edited by Oscar L. Evangelista  
Quezon City : Philippine Social Science Council, c2006  
iv, 144 p. ; 23 cm.  
978-971-8514-27-6  
$ 12.00

[Contents:  
Preface  
Introduction  
Golden Anniversary of Philippine-Japan Relations: An Annotated Bibliographic Essay  
Trade, Investment and Official Development Assistance  
Sociocultural and Educational Exchanges and Labor Migration.]

Intensifying Working Women’s Burdens: The Impact of Globalization on Women Labor in Asia / Edited by Judy Taguiwalo  
Manila : Asia-Pacific Research Network & Ibon Books, c2005  
vi, 358 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.  
971-0325-60-4  
$ 14.00

[The issue of socio-economic restructuring brought about by globalization needs further research to examine how, contrary to claims by promoters of globalization, women end up losing more than gaining from free market and monetarist policies that have dramatically rewritten economic policies and opened the way for corporate expansion in countries around Asia.]

Deadly Play Grounds : The Phenomenon of Child Soldiers in the Philippines  
Quezon City : Philippine Human Rights Information Center (PhilRights), c2005  
xxxii, 172 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.  
Includes Bibliography.  
971-8898-13-1  
$ 15.00

[Contents:  
Chapter 1 : History and Context of Child Soldiers  
Chapter 2 : Background of the Study  
Chapter 3 : Methodology  
Chapter 4 : Study Results  
Chapter 5 : Discussion and Analysis  
Chapter 6 : Conclusion and Recommendations.]
**Women’s Studies**

Review of Women’s Studies Vol.XV, No.1 – January-June, 2005 : Special Issue on Sexuality Education / Edited by Proserpina Domingo Tapales and Diwata A. Reyes
Quezon City : University Center for Women’s Studies, 2005
vi, 246 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
ISSN : 0117-9489
$ 12.00

[Contents
Editorial
Articles
An Assessment of Sexuality Education: Selected Cases in Southern Tagalog
Integrating Sexuality Education in the Humanities and Social Sciences Subjects
What do Filipino Gay Male College Students want to learn in Sex Education
Sexuality Education in Secondary Schools in Iloilo City: An Assessment Study.]

Invisible Realities, Forgotten Voices : The women on death row from a gender and rights-based perspective
Quezon City : Philippine Human Rights Information Center(PhilRights) and Women’s Education, Development Productivity & Research Organization (WEDPRO), c2006
xiv, 194 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes Bibliography
978-971-8898-15-4
$ 15.00

[Combining quantitative and qualitative modes of inquiry, this study looks into the world of women who have been marked for death. It offers new ways of understanding the circumstances of women in prison, specifically the women on death row, from a gender and rights-based perspective. While the overarching theme is the abolition of the death penalty, the study does not set out to test the innocence or guilt of the women on death row. Its aim is to derive from the women’s life stories conceptual handles with which to engage and interrogate the flaws in the country’s justice and penal systems. As an alternative to the retributive nature of the existing punishment regime, it offers Restorative Justice as a more effective response to crime and criminality.
By bringing to the outside world the lived realities of women who have been tried and condemned to death by the criminal justice system, this book is a major contribution to the ongoing campaign to repeal the death penalty law in the Philippines.]

Don’t Ever Tell Me You Can’t / Celia Ruiz-Tomlinson
Manila : De La Salle University Press, Inc., c2005
xii, 172 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
9-7155-5515-2
1. Tomlinson, Celina Ruiz
2. Civil Engineers-Philippines-Biography
$ 10.00
[Don’t Ever Tell Me You Can’t is an inspiring true story of grit and resilience of an immigrant Asian woman who battles absolute poverty, language barriers, racial and gender discrimination and succeeds in a male-dominated field.

During the Viet Nam war, Celia Ruiz already an established civil engineer in the Philippines, responds to the United States’ announcement of engineer shortage. She comes alone, confident that $300 and her civil engineer’s diploma are enough to find a new life in the land of opportunity, or so she thinks. When she sets out to look for work, she is told she can never find a job as a civil engineer. She braces herself for a hard fight that she is determined to win.

Celia traces her strength to her upbringing and experience in the late ‘50s when females were openly harassed in engineering school. For two decades, Celia formulates strategies and stays the course. Finally, before age becomes yet another hurdle, Celia finds the way to clear the path to the American Dream—for her, owning an engineering company! The book closes with pointers on how to pursue a dream to fruition.]